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Our longing for simplicity, clarity, and relaxation often leads us into nature. Hide and Seek
showcases the most beautiful places for satisfying this longing. More and more people are
yearning to live in harmony with nature. Yet they don’t want to give up their homes in the city or
make radical changes to their lives Instead, they are creating their very own retreats in nature.
The furniture, décor, and feel of these highly individual structures offer their owners an
exceptional, yet convenient way of escaping from their urban routines. The right concept is more
important than a lot of space. The architecture and interior design are rustic, bucolic, and simple
―dedicated to turning a small plot of land into a sanctuary for relaxation. Hide and Seek adds
inspiring examples to the range of stunning getaways in nature presented in Rock the Shack, the
bestselling predecessor to this book. Whether located in the forest, on the water, or in the
mountains; whether light and minimalistic or dark and cozy, the featured retreats exemplify how
to create locations that offer calm and balance in our hectic lives. The cabins, hideaways, and
homes showcased here meld traditional architecture with modern living in fascinating and
surprising ways. Although the individual solutions are very different from each other, all of them
respect nature and focus on the essentials. Hide and Seek is a contemporary survey of
contextual architecture and interior design that radiates inner strength It not only has the power
to bring people in tune with their surroundings, but also with themselves.

From the AuthorIf you are looking for common sense and practical information to prepare your
church for a building program, this may be the best investment you make in your church building
program. This book has been used in the D.Min. program at Liberty University (see testimonials
on website with same name as the book) and other Seminaries. I would highly recommend this
book to any church contemplating a building program anytime within the next 3 years. From the
Inside FlapForeword In church ministry, the phrase "Building Project" can raise emotions of both
excitement and dread. The excitement comes because a building project has the potential to
grow a congregation's faith in God like nothing else can. They tend to dream about the ministry
potential of the new space and what God is uniquely calling them to do for His kingdom. The
congregation will often pray, sacrifice, and invest in the life and ministry of the church in such a
way that the on-looking community can't help but notice. Yes, building projects are exciting.While
exciting, building projects can also evoke some serious emotional dread. They have the potential
to be poorly led, put excessive financial strain on a congregation, and severely damage
relationships. Too often, we hear the horror stories of churches that split and projects that never
get completed. Building projects also can strain the pastoral staff! One statistic thrown at me
when we were starting our program was that 83% of pastors leave their church within 12 months
after the building project is completed, either because of personal burnout or the relational



damage during the project. Maybe dread isn't a strong enough word...Factually, pastors and
their leadership teams often lack the "nuts and bolts" know-how of building programs. The
concepts of budgeting for construction, reading architectural plans, leading capital campaigns,
and working with contractors are foreign to many church leaders. This leaves us wide open to
poor decisions; which could cost a congregation thousands of dollars in unnecessary costs,
months of extra work, and compromised relational trust. That is why both Stephen Anderson and
his book, Preparing to Build, are such a blessing to the Church. From personal experience,
Stephen's insight and principles helped us realize the purpose God had in our building project.
Stephen first laid out the realities of a building project, and then gave us practical and orderly
steps to take. He showed our church leadership teams how to lead in such a way our people felt
a strong sense of ownership in the project. He stressed cultural sensitivity and gave us latitude
to make the process personal. Ultimately, he helped us discover the answer to the all-important
question, "What is God calling us to build for the sake of vision fulfillment in the context of what
we can afford?" And he did this while never letting us forget what we are about is truly is "Bigger
than a Building!"Like Jethro being a blessing to Moses, Stephen's insight, experience, and
principles will be a blessing to so many pastors and church leaders who believe God is leading
them to trust Him in a building project. Before entering into your building project, as a leadership
team I urge you to prayerfully read and apply Preparing to Build to your unique ministry context.
It will be the best first step you can take if God calls you to believe in him in for a building journey
that lay ahead. Dr. Paul W. SmithLead Pastor - Warner Alliance Church, Lewiston, IDFrom the
Back CoverHow blessed is the man who finds wisdom and the man who gains
understanding.Proverbs 3:13 My hope and prayer is that you have found a measure of wisdom
and understanding in the pages of this book. May the Lord bless you as you do all that which is
according to His will.About the AuthorSteve Anderson has served his church in a variety of roles,
including: administrator, treasurer, building committee chairperson, capital campaign
chairperson, and small group leader. He also currently volunteers as a church building
consultant for the NC Baptist Convention. Since 1999, Steve has ministered to churches large
and small as they prepared for building and capital stewardship programs. He is the founder of
AMI Church Consulting which was merged into Church Development Services in 2010. As a
partner at Church Development Services, LLC, Steve serves as the director of the church
consulting division. He is a seminar speaker, webinar host, and has been a contributing editor
for various church industry magazines.Read more
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